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Notice of EveninE Meeting.
Subject. Andrew J. Kaufmann will discuss the 1948 expedition
into The HOTthern Selkirks from the viewpoint of the party which traversed the area from north to south, and 1i1 illustrate his talk with
colored slides taken on the trip. If arrangements can be completed,
the motion picture taken on the trip will be shown.
Time. Saturday, January 15, 1949, at 8:00 P. M.
Place. 'esidence of Sterling Hendricks at 1118 Dale Drive, Silhome by car, follow Georgia
ver Spring, Maryland. To reach 3ter1ingl
Ave. to Silver Spring and tarn right on Colesville Pike. At Dale
Drive (Mrs. Y's Tea House) turn left. Sterling's house is about 0.3
mile from the turn. The junction of Dale Drive and Colesville Pike
may be reached by either the Z-4 or Z-6 buses, which start from Georgia
and Alas17a. Sterling's phone is SHenherd 4603.
January Cave Trip
A trip to Clark's Cave, near Millboro Springs, Virginia, is
scheduled for the week end of January 29-30: John Meenehan, leader.
The cave has four entrances in a limestone cliff above a bend in the
Cow'7asture River. The entrances • are reached by descents of varyin
desree.'F': of difficulty, down the cliff from the top. The cave was generalls;, dry when visited list Spring, and consists of a maze of crise
crossing passageays, not all of which have been explored. The Grand
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The first business of the day 'as to check the th:iness of the
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In our area of the country we find only four main arcus of bats
cci it is flossii:le to make a reasonably accur!.1te 'identification on
the soot where you find them. The .ThistrelThs with a pink forearm
easily visible cc he hans is one of the most common bats, 'and is very
sma12. F.votis or Small T.7:ron 'at is mo''tly dark brown on to ,,'ith a
1 i7hte
colored belly; but tho e:. siest 7ay to identify him is to eliminate the other families,. 7,ntesicus or 7iF 7:rown 'list has lon.7 teeth
and iH th:: only bat that can bite throu':,ch the skin. Just stick out
our fin. Corynorhdnus or lUmny Hose 'Eat has loxuc ears that make
nim look like a flyin7 jackass. The :.P.f'S, in rest, may be curled
o.::ysiat the skull. On close s-amination you can. see the facial sense
ar,-,ans that uive him his name. He is .!',,rnerally found above 2,200 feet
:
but not too much is kno7n about his habits.
„:.:,race and beauty of the fliht of bats.
It is •hard to describe. the :
Thy make most birds look' clumsy by comp.arison. • They can see in the
ii:tht very well but apear to 'deL)end alma t entirely on sound wave
reflections for .faidance. •1= first released in a strane room they
set Up a very definite search pattern adhd start a thoroun tour of ex)oloratior, They have a remarkable: memory and before ion, they snow by
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pAetura of a bat hanging from an almost invisible flaw in an
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-'-ts are quite at home on the ground and can crawl raidly.
.zy to fly they throw their bodies into the air by a strong down
tlirust of the wings. They can also swim but share their enthusiasm
for that sport with cats. The erratic flight of a free bat, as seen in
he dusk of a summer evening, is due to his search for insects of which
ran oat several times his own weight in the course .of a night's
hunting. Then a bug is captured the bat maneuvers him into a position
tor eatin7. by tucking his head against the wing root or the apron bet7een his logs and tail which is used as a pocket. :Eats require a lot
of 7:-.ter, which they lap like a dos or sometimes by skimming over a
stream or lake. Occasionally a large fish has his mouth open at the
right time and --. To our eyes the face of a bat is quit ugly though
this may be only prejudice as I have seen bats shudder slightly when
they looked at me. The purpose of most of the organs visible on their
heads is unknown; presumably they have to do with the sound apparatus
used in location.
The bat was the hero of one of the most remarkable projects of
Speleologithe late 7ar. Dr. Lytle S. Adams, a member of the National
cities
Japanese
over
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cal Society, conceived the idea of releasing
d
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The project was finally abandoned in late 1944,
atom bomb was on the way.
Further batty details about this interesting creature, including
notes on banding technique, may be obtained from Jon's original
5 - TIOG- ii paper.
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Our Chairman, Arnold 7exler, advises us that another 7'ear
'nas rolled around, and electi,ons are aF:ain in order, Nev officers will be selected
at the next meeting of the Rock Climbing Club.

